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New York Act II

The Government of El Salvador and the Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional, meeting at United Nations Headquarters, have reached agreements which complete the negotiations on all issues outstanding when the New York Act was signed on 31 December 1991. This opens the way for the signing of the Peace Agreement in Mexico City on 16 January 1992.

New York, 13 January 1992

Representing the Government of El Salvador:        Representing the Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional:

(Signed) Mr. Oscar Alfredo SANTAMARÍA               (Signed) Cmdr. Schafik HÁNDAL
(Signed) Mr. David ESCOBAR GALINDO                  (Signed) Cmdr. Salvador SÁNCHEZ CERÉN
(Signed) Col. Mauricio Ernesto VARGAS               (Signed) Cmdr. Eduardo SANCHO
(Signed) Mr. Rafael HERNÁN CONTRERAS                (Signed) Ana Guadalupe MARTÍNEZ
(Signed) Alvaro DE SOTO                               (Signed) María Marta VALLADARES

Representative of the Secretary-General of the United Nations
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